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COURSE OUTCOMES

• C315.1 Explain the operation CMOS, TTL logic families ECL logic
families and interfacing between them.

• C315.2 Demonstrate the concept in HDL and Model digital logic
circuits using hardware description languages like VHDL

• C315.3 Design and implement various  Combinational circuits using
basic IC structures

• C315.4 Design and implement various sequential circuits using
VHDL

• C315.5 Develop VHDL programs for various complex combinational
and Sequential circuits using VHDL
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register counters, Ring counters; Johnson counters, LFSR counter ; VHDL models for
the above standard building block ICs. Synchronous Design example using standard
Ics.
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Physical Representation of  bits in Different Applications
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When discussing electronic logic circuits such as CMOS and TTL, digital designers often use

the words “LOW” and “HIGH” in place of “0” and “1” .

LOW A signal in the range of algebraically lower voltages, which is interpreted as a logic 0.

HIGH A signal in the range of algebraically higher voltages, which is interpreted as a logic 0.

There are two logic types

1. Positive logic

2. Negative logic

 Assigning 0 to LOW and 1 to HIGH seems most natural, and is called positive logic.

 The opposite assignment, i.e. 1 to LOW and 0 to HIGH, is not often used, and is called negative

logic.
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Logic Gates:

Logic gates are the basic building blocks of any digital system. It is an electronic circuit having one

or more than one input and only one output.

logic gates are named as AND gate, OR gate, NOT gate etc.

An AND gate produces a 1 output if and only if all of its inputs are 1.

An OR gate produces a 1 if and only if one or more of its inputs are 1.

A NOT gate, usually called an inverter, produces an output value that is the opposite of its input

value.
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Digital Logic Family:

A logic family is a collection of different integrated circuit chips that have similar input, output, and

internal circuit characteristics, but that perform different logic functions.

 Chips from the same family can be interconnected to perform any desired logic function.

 On the other hand, chips from differing families may not be compatible; they may use different

power supply voltages or may use different input and output conditions to represent logic values.

Types of Logic Families:

BipolarBipolar LogicLogic FamiliesFamilies UnipolarUnipolar LogicLogic FamilesFamiles

1. Diode logic (DL) 1. NMOS

2. Resistor-Transistor logic (RTL) 2. PMOS

3. Diode-Transistor logic (DTL) 3. CMOS

4. Transistor-Transistor logic (TTL)

5. Emitter coupled logic (ECL) 14
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CMOS Logic
Family

 CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) technology is used predominantly to create

digital circuitry.

 The fundamental building blocks of CMOS circuits are P-type and N-type MOS transistors.

A MOS transistor can be modeled as a 3-terminal device that acts like a voltage- controlled

resistance. There are two types of MOS transisotrs as shown in below

N-type MOS transistors P-type MOS transistors
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a voltage-controlled
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CMOS NAND and NOR Gates

CMOS NOR GATE
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CMOS Logic
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3-INPUT CMOS NAND GATE
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CMOS AND-OR-INVERT and OR-AND-INVERT Gates

CMOS circuits can perform two levels of logic with just a single “level” of transistors.

CMOS AND-OR-INVERT (AOI)
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Characteristics of Logic Families:

 Logic voltage levels

 DC noise margins

 Fanin and Fanout

 Speed

 Power Consumption

 Noise

 Electrostatic discharge
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CMOS Steady-State Electrical Behavior

1. Logic Levels and Noise Margins

CMOS devices operating under normal conditions are guaranteed to produce output voltage levels

within well-defined LOW and HIGH ranges. And they recognize LOW and HIGH input voltage levels

over somewhat wider ranges.

There are four logic levels in the logic families.

VOHmin The minimum output voltage in the HIGH state.

VIHmin The minimum input voltage guaranteed to be recognized as a HIGH.

VILmax The maximum input voltage guaranteed to be recognized as a LOW.

VOLmax The maximum output voltage in the LOW state.
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The power-supply voltage VCC and ground are often called the power supply rails.

CMOS levels are typically a function of the power-supply rails:

VOHmin VCC − 0.1 V for example Vcc=5V then the CMOS logic levels are

VIHmin 70% of VCC VOHmin =4.9V

VILmax 30% of VCC VIHmin =3.5V

VOLmax ground + 0.1 V VILmax =1.5V

VOLmax =0.1V
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CMOS Steady-State Electrical Behavior

Noise Margins

The circuit's ability to tolerate noise signals is referred to as the noise immunity, a quantitative

measure of noise immunity is called noise margin.

25
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CMOS Steady-State Electrical Behavior

2. Circuit Behavior with Resistive Loads

 CMOS gate inputs have very high impedance and consume very little current from the circuits

that drive them.

 The other devices such as discrete resistors, LEDs and relays are connected to a CMOS outputs

we say that it is a resistive loads or a DC load.

 When the output of a CMOS circuit is connected to a resistive load, the output behavior is not

nearly as ideal.

 Thus, in the LOW state, the output voltage may be somewhat higher than 0.1 V, and in the

HIGH state it may be lower than 4.4 V.
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Resistive model of a CMOS inverter with a resistive load

28

 In normal operation, one resistance is high (>1 M ohms) and the other is low (perhaps 100
ohms), depending on whether the input voltage is HIGH or LOW.
The load in this circuit consists of two resistors attached to the supply rails; a real circuit may

have any resistor values.
 In any case, a resistive load, consisting only of resistors and voltage sources, can always be

modeled by a Thévenin equivalent network

(a) Showing actual load circuit (b) Thevenin equivalent model
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Resistive model for CMOS LOW output with resistive load

29

When the CMOS inverter has a HIGH input,
the output should be LOW; Since PMOS is off
(High resistance) and NMOS is ON (Less On
resistance)

 The resulting output voltage can be calculated
as follows

29

Resistive model for CMOS HIGH output with resistive load

 Similarly, when the inverter has a LOW input, the output
should be HIGH.

 the actual output voltage can be predicted with the model in
Figure.Assume that the PMOS “on” resistance is 200 Ω , the
resulting output voltage can be calculated as follows:
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Resistive model for CMOS HIGH output with resistive load

 Similarly, when the inverter has a LOW input, the output
should be HIGH.

 the actual output voltage can be predicted with the model in
Figure.Assume that the PMOS “on” resistance is 200 Ω , the
resulting output voltage can be calculated as follows:



IC manufacturers specify a maximum load for the output in each state (HIGH or LOW), and guarantee a

worst-case output voltage for that load.

 The load is specified in terms of current:
IOLmax :The maximum current that the output can sink in the LOW state while still

maintaining an output voltage no greater than VOLmax.
IOHmax :The maximum current that the output can source in the HIGH state while still

maintaining an output voltage no less than VOHmin.

3030
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Sinking Current and Sourcing Current
Sinking Current:

A device output is said to sink current when current flows from the power supply, through the load,

and through the device output to ground.

Sourcing Current:

The output is said to source current when current flows from the power supply, out of the device

output, and through the load to ground.

3131
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Estimation of Sinking Current and Sourcing Current

3232

(a) Output Low (b) Output High

Sink current = 3.33/667=5 mA
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3232

(a) Output Low (b) Output High

Source current = 1.67/667=2.5 mA



3. Circuit Behaviour with Non-Ideal Inputs
 So far, we have assumed that the HIGH and LOW inputs to a CMOS circuit are ideal voltages, very

close to the power supply rails (5V and 0V).
 However, the behavior of a real CMOS inverter circuit depends on the input voltage as well as on

the characteristics of the load.
 If the input voltage is not close to the power-supply rail, then the “on” transistor may not be fully

“on” and its resistance may increase.
 Likewise, the “off” transistor may not be fully “off’ and its resistance may be quite a bit less than

one megohm.
 These two effects combine to move the output voltage away from the power supply rail.
CMOS inverter with nonideal input voltages
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3. Circuit Behaviour with Non-Ideal Inputs

 CMOS inverter with load and nonideal CMOS inverter with load and nonideal
1.5-V input 3.5-V input

3434

With a 1.5-V input, the output at 3.98 V is still within the valid range for a HIGH signal, but it is far from the
ideal of 5.0 V.

 Similarly, with a 3.5-V input, the LOW output is 0.93 V, not 0 V.
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4. Fanout

 The fanout of a logic gate is the number of inputs that the gate can drive without exceeding its

worst-case loading specifications.

 The fanout depends not only on the characteristics of the output, but also on the inputs that it is

driving.

 Fanout must be examined for both possible output states, HIGH and LOW.

 Note that the HIGH-state and LOW-state fanouts of a gate are not necessarily equal.

 In general, the overall fanout of a gate is the minimum of its HIGH-state and LOW-state fanouts
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5. Effects of Loading

Loading an output beyond its rated fanout has several effects:

 In the LOW state, the output voltage (VOL) may increase beyond VOLmax.

 In the HIGH state, the output voltage (VOH) may fall below VOHmin.

 Propagation delay to the output may increase beyond specifications.

 Output rise and fall times may increase beyond their specifications.

 The operating temperature of the device may increase, thereby reducing the reliability of the

device and eventually causing device failure.
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6. Unused Inputs

 Unused CMOS inputs should never be left unconnected (or floating).

 An unused AND or NAND input should be tied to logic 1, as in (b), and

 An unused OR or NOR input should be tied to logic 0, as in (c).

 In high-speed circuit design, it’s usually better to use method (b) or (c) rather than (a), which

increases the capacitive load on the driving signal and may slow things down

3737
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CMOS Dynamic Electrical Behaviour

 In the CMOS Dynamic electrical behaviour we will study the followung parameters

1. Transition Time

2. Propagation Delay

3. Power Consumption

 Both the speed and the power consumption of a CMOS device depend to a large extent on AC or

dynamic characteristics of the device and its load, that is, what happens when the output changes

between states.

 Speed depends on two characteristics, transition time and propagation delay

1. Transition Time

The amount of time that the output of a logic circuit takes to change from one state to another is

called the transition time.
38
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CMOS Dynamic Electrical Behaviour
1. Transition Time

The Transition time will depends on the two parameters

1.1. Rise Time (Tr): It is the time taken by the output to change from LOW to HIGH

1.2. Fall Time (Tf) : It is the time taken by the output to change from HIGH to LOW

3939
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(a) Ideal case of zero-time switching
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(a) Ideal case of zero-time switching

(b) Realistic

(c) Actual Timing



CMOS Dynamic Electrical Behaviour
The rise and fall times of a CMOS output depend mainly on two factors, the “on” transistor resistance
and the load capacitance.

 A large capacitance increases transition times; since this is undesirable, the stray capacitance is

present in every circuit due to following sources

1. The outout circuits , output transistors, internal wiring and packaging have some capacitance

associated with them. This is the order of 2-10 pF

2. The wiring connections between output and other input pads adds capacitance of the order of

1 pF.
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CMOS Dynamic Electrical Behaviour
2. Propagation Delay

The propagation delay (tp) of a signal path is the amount of time that it takes for a change in the input

signal to produce a change in the output signal.

4141
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The Propagation delay is determined by two factors

1. tPHL :The time between an input change and the

corresponding output change when the output is

changing from HIGH to LOW.

2.tpLH :The time between an input change and the

corresponding output change when the output is

changing from LOW to HIGH.

 The values of propagation times (tPLH,tPHL) may not be

same and both will vary depending on the capacitive

load.

 When both are equal, the larger value is considered

as a propagation delay time for logic gate. 41
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CMOS Dynamic Electrical Behaviour
3. Power Consumption

The Power consumption in the gates are two types

1. Static Power dissipation

2. Dynamic Powr dissipation

 The power consumption of a CMOS circuit whose output is not changing is called static power

dissipation or quiescent power dissipation.

 The power consumption of a CMOS circuit during transition is known as dynamic power

dissipation.

The power consumption during the transition is given by
Where PT : The circuit’s internal power dissipation due to output transitions.

VCC : The power supply voltage.
f : The transition frequency of the output signal. This specifies the number of power-

consuming output transitions per second.
CPD : The power dissipation capacitance, it specified by the manufacturer.
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Transmission gate
 A PMOS and NMOS transistor pair can be connected together to form a logic-controlled switch. This

circuit is called a CMOS transmission gate.
 A transmission gate is operated so that its input signals EN and EN-bar are always at opposite levels.
 When EN is HIGH and EN-bar is LOW, there is a low impedance connection between points A and B.
 When EN is LOW and EN-bar is HIGH, points A and B are disconnected.
 The propagation delay of the transmission gate is very low. Because of short delays and conceptual

simplicity, transmission gates are often used internally in larger scale CMOS devices such as
multiplexers and flip-flops.

4444
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 When S is LOW, the X
“input” is connected to
the Z “output”;

 when S is HIGH, Y is
connected to Z.

442x1 Multiplexer using CMOS transmission gate

 When S is LOW, the X
“input” is connected to
the Z “output”;

 when S is HIGH, Y is
connected to Z.



Three State Outputs

 An output with three possible states is called a three-state output or, sometimes, a tri-state output.

 Three-state devices have an extra input, usually called “output enable” or “output disable,” for

placing the device’s output(s) in the high-impedance state ( Hi-Z).

4545
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Open Drain Outputs

 The PMOS transistors in CMOS output structures are said to provide active pull-up, since they

actively pull up the output voltage on a LOW-to-HIGH transition.

 These transistors are omitted in gates with open-drain outputs.

 The drain of the topmost NMOS transistor is left unconnected internally, so if the output is not LOW

it is “open.

 An open-drain output requires an external pull-up resistor to provide passive pull-up to the

HIGH level.
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it is “open.
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HIGH level.
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Wired Logic

 If the outputs of several open-drain gates are tied together with a single pull-up resistor, then wired

logic is performed.

 An AND function is obtained, since the wired output is HIGH if and only if all of the individual gate

outputs are HIGH.

 For example, a three-input wired AND function is shown in Figure.
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CMOS Logic Familes

 The CMOS Logic Families are

1. 4000 serires CMOS

2. HC (High Speed CMOS)

3. HCT (High Speed CMOS, TTL compatible)

4. VHC (Very High Speed CMOS)

5. VHCT (Very High Speed CMOS, TTL compatible)

6. FCT (Fast CMOS, TTL compatible)

7. FCT-T (Fast CMOS, TTL compatible with VOH)

 The first commercially successful CMOS family was 4000-series CMOS.

 4000-series circuits offered the benefit of low power dissipation, they were fairly slow and were not

easy to interface with the most popular logic family of the time, bipolar TTL.
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CMOS Logic Familes

CMOS devices that have part numbers of the form 74FAMnn

where “FAM” is an alphabetic family mnemonic and nn is a numeric function designator.

 The prefix “74” is simply a number that was ued by popular supplier of TTL devices, Texas

Instruments.

 The prefix “54” is used for military applications (wider range of temperature and power supply)

 The first two 74-series CMOS families are HC and HCT.

 HC and HCT both have higher speed and better current sinking and sourcing capability.
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CMOS Logic Familes

 These families are about twice as fast as HC/HCT while maintaining backwards compatibility with

their predecessors.

 Also like HC/HCT, VHC/VHCT outputs have symmetric output drive. That is, an output can sink or

source equal amounts of current.

 The key benefit of the FCT family was its ability to meet or exceed the speed and the output drive

capability of the best TTL families while reducing power consumption and maintaining full

compatibility with TTL.

 The FCT family had the drawback of producing a full 5-V CMOS VOH, creating enormous power

dissipation and circuit noise.

 FCT-T is to reduce the HIGH-level output voltage, thereby reducing both power consumption and

switching noise while maintaining the same high operating speed as the original FCT. 50
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Bipolar Logic
Family

 Bipolar logic families use semiconductor diodes and bipolar junction transistors as the basic

building blocks of logic circuits.

 The simplest bipolar logic elements use diodes and resistors to perform logic operations; this is

called diode logic. BJT Family can be classified as..

1. Diode logic (DL)

2. Resistor-Transistor logic (RTL)

3. Diode-Transistor logic (DTL)

4. Transistor-Transistor logic (TTL)

5. Emitter coupled logic (ECL
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1. Diode logic (DL)
In diode logic family, all the logic is implemented using diodes and resistors.
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AND GATE
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In diode logic family, all the logic is implemented using diodes and resistors.
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OR GATE
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2. Resistor Transistor logic (RTL)
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NOT GATE

53NAND GATE
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Family
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3. Diode Transistor logic (DTL)

Schematic of basic two-input DTL NAND gate.
R3, R4 and V− shift the positive output voltage of the input DL stage below the ground (to cut off the
transistor at low input voltage).
 If both inputs A and B are high (logic 1) then the diodes

D1 and D2 are reverse biased. Resistors R1 and R3 will then
supply enough current to turn on Q1. There will be a small
positive voltage on the base of Q1. the transistor Q1 is ON

output Q is LOW.
 If either or both inputs are low, then at least one of the

input diodes conducts and pulls the voltage at the anodes
to a value less than about 2 volts. R3 and R4 then act
as a voltage divider that makes Q1's base voltage negative
and consequently turns off Q1. The output Q IS HIGH
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4. Transistor Transistor logic (TTL)
 The most commonly used bipolar logic family is transistor-transistor logic.

 The basic building block of this logic family is NAND gate.

 There are various sub-families of this logic family are

1. Standard TTL (74-series TTL)

2. Low Power TTL (74L-TTL)

3. High-speed TTL ((74H-TTL)

4. Schottky TTL (74S-TTL)

5. Low-power Schottky TTL (74LS )

6. Advanced Schottky TTL (74AS )

7. Advanced Low- power Schottky TTL (74ALS)

8. Fast TTL (74F)
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 Resistor values in the original TTL circuit

were changed to obtain two more TTL

families with different performance

characteristics.

 The 74H (High- speed TTL) family used

lower resistor values to reduce

propagation delay at the expense of

increased power consumption.

 The 74L (Low-power TTL) family used

higher resistor values to reduce power

consumption at the expense of prop-

agation delay.
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4.1.Transistor Transistor logic NANDGate (7400)
 The below figure shows the low power TTL NAND

gate.
 The output configuration with transistor Q4 in the

pull-up path and transistor Q3 in the pull-down
path is called a totem pole output.

 Q1 is called input transistor, which is multi-
emitter transistor, that drive transistor Q2
which is used to control Q3 and Q4.

 Diode D1 and D2 is used to protect Q1 from
unwanted negative voltages.

 Diode D3 ensures when Q4 is ON, Q3 is OFF.
 When one or both inputs low, base-emitter

junction of Q1 is forward bias, so Q1 ON and
output at collector will be low making Q2 off.
Q4 off and Q3 & D1 on making output HIGH.

 When inputs high, base-emitter junction of
Q1 is reverse bias so Q1 OFF and output at
collector will be high making Q2 ON. Q4 ON
and Q3 & D1 OFF, so output is LOW. 56

Q1 Transistor
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Diode AND gate and
input protection.

Phase Splitter.

Output Stage.



4.2. High Speed NAND Gate (7400)

 The below drawn is very similar to that of a

standard TTL except Q3 transistor and D1

diode combination.

 which has been replaced by an arrangement

of Q3, Q5 and R5. This combination is called

as Darlington pair combination.

 The speed of operation is higher and the

power dissipation is also higher for this type

of TTLs.
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4.3. Schottky TTL NAND Gate (74LS00)
The circuit’s operation is best understood by dividing it into the three parts

1. Diode AND gate and input protection.
2. Phase Splitter.
3. Output Stage.

5858
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The circuit’s operation is best understood by dividing it into the three parts
1. Diode AND gate and input protection.
2. Phase Splitter.
3. Output Stage.
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4.4. Schottky TTL NOR Gate(74LS02)

The circuit’s operation is best understood by dividing it into the three parts
1. Diode AND gate and input protection.
2. Phase Splitter.
3. Output Stage.
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Family4.4. Schottky TTL NOR Gate(74LS02)

The circuit’s operation is best understood by dividing it into the three parts
1. Diode AND gate and input protection.
2. Phase Splitter.
3. Output Stage.
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Logic Levels and Noise Margins
 In the TTL family the logic levels between 0 and 0.8 V to be LOW, and levels between 2.0 and 5.0 V

to be HIGH.

 The DC noise margin in the the HIGH is .0.7 V

 The DC noise margin in the LOW state is only 0.3 V.
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5. Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL)
 The key to reducing propagation delay in a bipolar logic family is to prevent a gate’s transistors

from saturating.
 CML does not produce a large voltage swing between the LOW and HIGH levels. Instead, it has a

small voltage swing.
 The ECL logic family is extremely fast, offering propagation delays as short as 1 ns.

6161
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5.1.Basic ECL Inverter/Buffer Gate
 This circuit has both an inverting output (OUT1) and a noninverting output (OUT2).
 Two transistors are connected as a differential amplifier with a common emitter resistor.
 The input LOW and HIGH levels are defined to be 3.6 and 4.4 V.
 This circuit actually produces output LOW and HIGH levels that are 0.6 V higher (4.2 and 5.0 V)

6262

Input HIGH
When VIN is HIGH, transistor Q1 is on, but not saturated,
and transistor Q2 is OFF. Thus, VOUT2 is pulled to 5.0 V
(HIGH) through R2, and it can be shown that the voltage
drop across R1 is about 0.8 V so that VOUT1 is about 4.2 V
(LOW).
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Input LOW

When VIN is LOW, transistor Q2 is on, but not saturated,
and transistor Q1 is OFF.
Thus, VOUT1 is pulled to 5.0 V through R1, and it can be
shown that VOUT2 is about 4.2 V.



5.2. ECL two input OR/NOR Gate
 This circuit has both an inverting output (OUT1) and a noninverting output (OUT2).
 Two transistors are connected as a differential amplifier with a common emitter resistor.

6363

Circuit Diagram

 If any input is HIGH, the corresponding input transistor is
active, and VOUT1 is LOW (NOR output).

 At the same time, Q3 is OFF, and VOUT2 is HIGH (OR output).
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CMOS/TTL Interfacing
 Interfacing means connecting the outputs of one circuit to the inputs of another circuit that may

have different electrical characteristics.
 When two circuits have different electrical characteristics direct connection may not me made. In

such case driver and load circuits are connected through interface circuit.
 There are several factors to consider in TTL/CMOS interfacing,

1. Noise margin.
2. Fanout.
3. Capacitive loading.

 In the Noise Margin factor, the driver output must satisfy the voltage and current requirements of
the load circuit.

TTL driving CMOS
 Here TTL is driver and CMOS is a load circuit.
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 From the table, it is observed that the input current values for CMOS are extremely low compared
with the output current capabilities of TTL series.

 Thus TTL has no problem meeting the CMOS input currents.
 But by comparing Voltages, We found that,

VOHmin for TTL << VIHmin for CMOS

In this situations TTL outputs must be raised to an acceptable level for CMOS.

TTL Driving High Voltage CMOS
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TTL driving CMOS
with Pull-up resistor

Using Level shifter as Interface



CMOS Driving TTL
The below table shows the CMOS outputs and TTL input characteristics

For HIGH State:
 Here, no special consideration is required for CMOS driving TTL in the HIGH state.
For LOW State:
The current requirement in the LOW state are not satisfied.
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Low-Voltage CMOS Logic and Interfacing

 Two important factors may consider in IC industry to move towards lower power- supply voltages

in CMOS devices:

1. Cutting power-supply voltage reduces dynamic power dissipation more than proportionally

2. The oxide insulation between a CMOS transistor’s gate and its source and drain is getting ever

thinner, and thus incapable of insulating voltage potentials as “high” as 5 V.

 JEDEC, an IC industry standards group, selected 3.3V ± 0.3V, 2.5V ± 0.2V, and 1.8 V ± 0.15V as the

next “standard” logic power-supply voltages.

 A low voltage,such as 2.5 V, is supplied to operate the chip’s internal gates, or core logic.

 A higher voltage, such as 3.3 V, is supplied to operate the external input and output circuits, or pad

ring.
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3.3-V LVTTL and LVCMOS Logic
 The JEDEC standard for 3.3-V logic actually defines two sets of levels.
 LVCMOS (low-voltage CMOS) levels are used in pure CMOS applications where outputs have light

DC loads (less than 100 uA), so VOL and VOH are maintained within 0.2 V of the power-supply rails.
 LVTTL (low-voltage TTL) levels are used in applications where outputs have significant DC loads, so

VOL can be as high as 0.4 V and VOH can be as low as 2.4 V.
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HDL Based Digital Design

HDL based design flow

HDL Based Digital Design

HDL based design flow
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Program Structure

 The VHDL program structure having the
two blocks, which are:
• Entity
• Architecture
Entity: entity is simply a declaration of a
module’s inputs and outputs.
Architecture: Architecture is a detailed
description of module’s internal behavior
or structure.

 In the text file of a VHDL program, the
entity declaration and architecture
declaration is separated.

 The VHDL program structure having the
two blocks, which are:
• Entity
• Architecture
Entity: entity is simply a declaration of a
module’s inputs and outputs.
Architecture: Architecture is a detailed
description of module’s internal behavior
or structure.

 In the text file of a VHDL program, the
entity declaration and architecture
declaration is separated.

Program Structure

 The VHDL program structure having the
two blocks, which are:
• Entity
• Architecture
Entity: entity is simply a declaration of a
module’s inputs and outputs.
Architecture: Architecture is a detailed
description of module’s internal behavior
or structure.

 In the text file of a VHDL program, the
entity declaration and architecture
declaration is separated.

 The VHDL program structure having the
two blocks, which are:
• Entity
• Architecture
Entity: entity is simply a declaration of a
module’s inputs and outputs.
Architecture: Architecture is a detailed
description of module’s internal behavior
or structure.

 In the text file of a VHDL program, the
entity declaration and architecture
declaration is separated. VHDL program file structure
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Entity declaration:
A basic entity declaration has the syntax shown in below
 The purpose of the entity declaration is to define

its external interface signals or ports in port
declaration

 In addition to the keywords entity, is, port, end ,an
entity declaration has the following elements

 entity-name: A user selected identifier
 signal-names: A comma-separated list of one or

more user selected identifiers to name the external
interface

 mode: One of four reserved words, specifying the
signal directions
in: the signal is an input to the entity
out: The signal is an output of the entity
inout: the signal can be used as input or output of
the entity
buffer: the signal is an output of the entity

 Signal-type: A built-in or user-defined signal type

 The purpose of the entity declaration is to define
its external interface signals or ports in port
declaration

 In addition to the keywords entity, is, port, end ,an
entity declaration has the following elements

 entity-name: A user selected identifier
 signal-names: A comma-separated list of one or

more user selected identifiers to name the external
interface

 mode: One of four reserved words, specifying the
signal directions
in: the signal is an input to the entity
out: The signal is an output of the entity
inout: the signal can be used as input or output of
the entity
buffer: the signal is an output of the entity

 Signal-type: A built-in or user-defined signal type

Program StructureEntity declaration:
A basic entity declaration has the syntax shown in below
 The purpose of the entity declaration is to define

its external interface signals or ports in port
declaration

 In addition to the keywords entity, is, port, end ,an
entity declaration has the following elements

 entity-name: A user selected identifier
 signal-names: A comma-separated list of one or

more user selected identifiers to name the external
interface

 mode: One of four reserved words, specifying the
signal directions
in: the signal is an input to the entity
out: The signal is an output of the entity
inout: the signal can be used as input or output of
the entity
buffer: the signal is an output of the entity

 Signal-type: A built-in or user-defined signal type

VHDL entity declaration

 The purpose of the entity declaration is to define
its external interface signals or ports in port
declaration

 In addition to the keywords entity, is, port, end ,an
entity declaration has the following elements

 entity-name: A user selected identifier
 signal-names: A comma-separated list of one or

more user selected identifiers to name the external
interface

 mode: One of four reserved words, specifying the
signal directions
in: the signal is an input to the entity
out: The signal is an output of the entity
inout: the signal can be used as input or output of
the entity
buffer: the signal is an output of the entity

 Signal-type: A built-in or user-defined signal type 74



Architecture declaration:
A basic architecture declaration has the syntax shown in below

 The architecture-name is a user-selected
identifier, usually related to the entity
name.

 The entity-name must be the same as one
given previously in the entity
declaration.

 Signal declaration
signal signal-names : signal type

 Variable declaration
variable variable-names : variable type

 The architecture-name is a user-selected
identifier, usually related to the entity
name.

 The entity-name must be the same as one
given previously in the entity
declaration.

 Signal declaration
signal signal-names : signal type

 Variable declaration
variable variable-names : variable type

Program StructureArchitecture declaration:
A basic architecture declaration has the syntax shown in below

VHDL architecture declaration
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Types, Constants and Arrays

Type:
 The type specifies the set or range of values that the object can take on and

there is also typically set of operators (such as add, AND..)
 VHDL has few predefined types such as..

VHDL predefined types

Types, Constants and Arrays

Type:
 The type specifies the set or range of values that the object can take on and

there is also typically set of operators (such as add, AND..)
 VHDL has few predefined types such as..

VHDL predefined types
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Predefined operator for VHDLs integer and boolean types

Types, Constants and Arrays

Predefined operator for VHDLs integer and boolean types
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 The most commonly used types in typical VHDL programs are user defined
types.
1. enumerated type
2. standard user defined logic type (std_logic)

 The most common of the user defined type is enumerated type, which are
defined by listing their values.

 The predefined types boolean and character are enumerated type
 Enumerated type and constant declaration has the following syntax

 The most commonly used types in typical VHDL programs are user defined
types.
1. enumerated type
2. standard user defined logic type (std_logic)

 The most common of the user defined type is enumerated type, which are
defined by listing their values.

 The predefined types boolean and character are enumerated type
 Enumerated type and constant declaration has the following syntax

VHDL predefined types

Types, Constants and Arrays

 The most commonly used types in typical VHDL programs are user defined
types.
1. enumerated type
2. standard user defined logic type (std_logic)

 The most common of the user defined type is enumerated type, which are
defined by listing their values.

 The predefined types boolean and character are enumerated type
 Enumerated type and constant declaration has the following syntax

 The most commonly used types in typical VHDL programs are user defined
types.
1. enumerated type
2. standard user defined logic type (std_logic)

 The most common of the user defined type is enumerated type, which are
defined by listing their values.

 The predefined types boolean and character are enumerated type
 Enumerated type and constant declaration has the following syntax

VHDL predefined types 78



 standard user defined logic type (std_logic):

Definition of VHDL std_logic type

Types, Constants and Arrays

 standard user defined logic type (std_logic):

Definition of VHDL std_logic type
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Arrays
 Another very important category of used defined types are array types
 The syntax for VHDL array declaration as shown in below

VHDL array declaration

 In the first two versions, start and end are integers that define the possible
range of the array index

 In the last three versions, all or a subset of the values of an existing type
(range type) are the range of the array index.

Types, Constants and ArraysArrays
 Another very important category of used defined types are array types
 The syntax for VHDL array declaration as shown in below

VHDL array declaration

 In the first two versions, start and end are integers that define the possible
range of the array index

 In the last three versions, all or a subset of the values of an existing type
(range type) are the range of the array index. 80



Arrays
 Examples of array declaration

VHDL array declaration

Types, Constants and Arrays

VHDL array declaration
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Functions  and Procedures
 A VHDL function accepts a number of arguments and returns the results.
 A VHDL procedure is similar to a function, except it does not return a result.
While a function call can be used in the place of an expression, a procedure call can be used

in the place of statement.

 A function may define its own local types,
constants, variables and nested functions  and
procedures.

 The keywords begin and end enclose a series
of sequential statements that are executed
when the function is called.

 A function may define its own local types,
constants, variables and nested functions  and
procedures.

 The keywords begin and end enclose a series
of sequential statements that are executed
when the function is called.

syntax for function definition

Functions  and Procedures
 A VHDL function accepts a number of arguments and returns the results.
 A VHDL procedure is similar to a function, except it does not return a result.
While a function call can be used in the place of an expression, a procedure call can be used

in the place of statement.

 A function may define its own local types,
constants, variables and nested functions  and
procedures.

 The keywords begin and end enclose a series
of sequential statements that are executed
when the function is called.

 A function may define its own local types,
constants, variables and nested functions  and
procedures.

 The keywords begin and end enclose a series
of sequential statements that are executed
when the function is called.

syntax for function definition 82



Functions  and Procedures

Example of the function declaration of inhibit gate

Functions  and Procedures

Example of the function declaration of inhibit gate
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Libraries and Packages
 A VHDL library is a place where the VHDL compiler stores the information about a

particular design project, including intermediate files used in the analysis, simulation and
synthesis of the design.

 For a given VHDL design, the compiler automatically creates and use a library named
work .

 The designer can specify the name of such library using a library clause at the beginning
of the design file.

 For example IEEE library cab be specified as
library ieee; (library work;)

 The VHDL package is a file containing definitions of objects that can be used in other
programs.

 The kind of objects that can be put into a package include signal, type, constants,
functions, procedure and component declarations.

 Signals that are defined in a package are “global” signals, available to any VHDL entity
that uses the package.

 A VHDL library is a place where the VHDL compiler stores the information about a
particular design project, including intermediate files used in the analysis, simulation and
synthesis of the design.

 For a given VHDL design, the compiler automatically creates and use a library named
work .

 The designer can specify the name of such library using a library clause at the beginning
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 The VHDL package is a file containing definitions of objects that can be used in other
programs.

 The kind of objects that can be put into a package include signal, type, constants,
functions, procedure and component declarations.

 Signals that are defined in a package are “global” signals, available to any VHDL entity
that uses the package.
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synthesis of the design.

 For a given VHDL design, the compiler automatically creates and use a library named
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 A VHDL library is a place where the VHDL compiler stores the information about a
particular design project, including intermediate files used in the analysis, simulation and
synthesis of the design.

 For a given VHDL design, the compiler automatically creates and use a library named
work .

 The designer can specify the name of such library using a library clause at the beginning
of the design file.

 For example IEEE library cab be specified as
library ieee; (library work;)

 The VHDL package is a file containing definitions of objects that can be used in other
programs.

 The kind of objects that can be put into a package include signal, type, constants,
functions, procedure and component declarations.

 Signals that are defined in a package are “global” signals, available to any VHDL entity
that uses the package.
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Libraries and Packages

 A design can “use” a package by including a use clause at the beginning of the design

file.

 For example, to use all of the definitions in the IEEE standard 1164 package, it can be

written as

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

Here ieee is the name of the library,

within this library “std_logic_1164” contains the desired definitions.

The suffix all tells the compiler to use all of the definitions in this file

 Instead of “all” you can write the name of the particular object to use just its definitions.

Ex: use ieee.std_logic_1164.std_ulogic;

 A design can “use” a package by including a use clause at the beginning of the design

file.

 For example, to use all of the definitions in the IEEE standard 1164 package, it can be

written as

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

Here ieee is the name of the library,

within this library “std_logic_1164” contains the desired definitions.

The suffix all tells the compiler to use all of the definitions in this file

 Instead of “all” you can write the name of the particular object to use just its definitions.

Ex: use ieee.std_logic_1164.std_ulogic;

Libraries and Packages

 A design can “use” a package by including a use clause at the beginning of the design

file.

 For example, to use all of the definitions in the IEEE standard 1164 package, it can be

written as

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

Here ieee is the name of the library,

within this library “std_logic_1164” contains the desired definitions.

The suffix all tells the compiler to use all of the definitions in this file

 Instead of “all” you can write the name of the particular object to use just its definitions.

Ex: use ieee.std_logic_1164.std_ulogic;

 A design can “use” a package by including a use clause at the beginning of the design

file.

 For example, to use all of the definitions in the IEEE standard 1164 package, it can be

written as

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

Here ieee is the name of the library,

within this library “std_logic_1164” contains the desired definitions.

The suffix all tells the compiler to use all of the definitions in this file

 Instead of “all” you can write the name of the particular object to use just its definitions.

Ex: use ieee.std_logic_1164.std_ulogic;
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Libraries and Packages

Syntax of a VHDL package definition

Libraries and Packages

All of the objects declared between “package” and the
first “end” statement are visible in any design file that
uses the package.

Syntax of a VHDL package definition

All of the objects declared between “package
body” are local.
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VHDL Design Elements

There are three design elements in the VHDL (Modeling
Styles)

• Structural Design

• Data Flow Design

• Behavioural Design

There are three design elements in the VHDL (Modeling
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• Data Flow Design

• Behavioural Design
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VHDL Design Elements
Structural Design
 The body of the VHDL architecture is a series of concurrent statements.
 In VHDL, each concurrent statement executes simultaneously with the other

concurrent statements in the same architecture body.
 A VHDL architectures that uses components is often called a structural

description or structural design, because it defines the precise
interconnection structure of signals and entities that realize the entity.

 A pure structural design is equivalent to a schematic or net list for the circuit

Structural Design
 The body of the VHDL architecture is a series of concurrent statements.
 In VHDL, each concurrent statement executes simultaneously with the other

concurrent statements in the same architecture body.
 A VHDL architectures that uses components is often called a structural

description or structural design, because it defines the precise
interconnection structure of signals and entities that realize the entity.

 A pure structural design is equivalent to a schematic or net list for the circuit

Syntax of VHDL component statements

VHDL Design Elements
Structural Design
 The body of the VHDL architecture is a series of concurrent statements.
 In VHDL, each concurrent statement executes simultaneously with the other

concurrent statements in the same architecture body.
 A VHDL architectures that uses components is often called a structural

description or structural design, because it defines the precise
interconnection structure of signals and entities that realize the entity.

 A pure structural design is equivalent to a schematic or net list for the circuit

Structural Design
 The body of the VHDL architecture is a series of concurrent statements.
 In VHDL, each concurrent statement executes simultaneously with the other

concurrent statements in the same architecture body.
 A VHDL architectures that uses components is often called a structural

description or structural design, because it defines the precise
interconnection structure of signals and entities that realize the entity.

 A pure structural design is equivalent to a schematic or net list for the circuit

Syntax of VHDL component statements 88



 The port map keywords introduce a list that associates ports of the named entity with
signals in the current architecture.

 The list may be written in either of two different styles.
 The first is a positional style; as in conventional programming languages, the signals in the

list are associated with the entity’s ports in the same order that they appear in the entity’s
definition.

 The second is an explicit style; each of the entity’s ports is connected to a signal using the
“=>” operator and these associations may be listed in any order

 The port map keywords introduce a list that associates ports of the named entity with
signals in the current architecture.

 The list may be written in either of two different styles.
 The first is a positional style; as in conventional programming languages, the signals in the

list are associated with the entity’s ports in the same order that they appear in the entity’s
definition.

 The second is an explicit style; each of the entity’s ports is connected to a signal using the
“=>” operator and these associations may be listed in any order

VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design

Syntax of VHDL
component declaration
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 Structural VHDL program for basic gates

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture logic_gates of andgate is
component AND_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: AND_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture logic_gates of andgate is
component AND_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: AND_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

 Structural VHDL program for basic gates

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture logic_gates of andgate is
component AND_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: AND_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture logic_gates of andgate is
component AND_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: AND_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

AND Gate
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 Structural VHDL program for basic gates

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity orgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end orgate;
architecture logic_gates of orgate is
component OR_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: OR_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity orgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end orgate;
architecture logic_gates of orgate is
component OR_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: OR_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

 Structural VHDL program for basic gates

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity orgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end orgate;
architecture logic_gates of orgate is
component OR_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: OR_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity orgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end orgate;
architecture logic_gates of orgate is
component OR_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U: OR_gate port map (A,B,C);
end logic_gates;

OR Gate
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 Structural VHDL program for Half Adder

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity half_adder is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

S,C: out std_logic);
end half_adder;
architecture half_adder_arch of half_adder is
component XOR_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
component AND_gate
port (x1,y1: in std_logic;

z1:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U1: XOR_gate port map (A,B,S);
U2:AND_gate port map (A,B,C);
end half_adder_arch;

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity half_adder is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

S,C: out std_logic);
end half_adder;
architecture half_adder_arch of half_adder is
component XOR_gate
port (x,y: in std_logic;

z:out std_logic);
end component;
component AND_gate
port (x1,y1: in std_logic;

z1:out std_logic);
end component;
begin
U1: XOR_gate port map (A,B,S);
U2:AND_gate port map (A,B,C);
end half_adder_arch;

 Structural VHDL program for Half Adder
VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design
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Structural VHDL program for prime number detectorStructural VHDL program for prime number detector
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Structural VHDL program for prime number detectorStructural VHDL program for prime number detector
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Generate:
 In some applications, it is necessary to create multiple copies of a particular

structure within an architecture
 VHDL includes a generate statement that allows you to create such

repetitive structures using a kind of “for loop,” without having to write out
all of the component instantiations individually.

Syntax of VHDL for-generate loop

VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design

Generate:
 In some applications, it is necessary to create multiple copies of a particular

structure within an architecture
 VHDL includes a generate statement that allows you to create such

repetitive structures using a kind of “for loop,” without having to write out
all of the component instantiations individually.

Syntax of VHDL for-generate loop
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Generate:

VHDL entity and architecture for 8-bit inverter

VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design

VHDL entity and architecture for 8-bit inverter
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Generic:

Syntax of VHDL generic declaration within an entity declaration

VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design

Syntax of VHDL generic declaration within an entity declaration
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Generic: VHDL Design Elements-Structural Design
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Dataflow Design
 The body of the VHDL architecture is a series of concurrent statements.
 In dataflow design, these concurrent statements allows to describe the circuit

in terms of operations on signals and flow of signals in the circuit.
 When such concurrent statements are used in a VHDL program ,the style is

called a “dataflow design”.
 The concurrent signal assignment statements are used in this style.

Syntax of VHDL concurrent signal assignment statements
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Dataflow Design
 The another syntax of signal assignment using selected signal assign

statement.

Syntax of VHDL selected signal assignment statements

Dataflow Design
 The another syntax of signal assignment using selected signal assign

statement.

VHDL Design Elements-Dataflow Design

Syntax of VHDL selected signal assignment statements
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 Dataflow VHDL program for basic gates

AND GATE

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture and_dataflow of andgate is
begin
C<= A AND B;
end and_dataflow;
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VHDL Design Elements-Dataflow Design

OR GATE
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use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity orgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end orgate;
architecture or_dataflow of orgate is
begin
C<= A OR B;
end or_dataflow;
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Dataflow VHDL program for Half Adder

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity half_adder is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

S,C: out std_logic);
end half_adder;
Architecture half_adder_arch of half_adder is
begin
S <= A XOR B;
C <= A AND B;
end half_adder_arch;
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end half_adder_arch;

S = A  B
C = AB
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use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity half_adder is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

S,C: out std_logic);
end half_adder;
Architecture half_adder_arch of half_adder is
begin
S <= A XOR B;
C <= A AND B;
end half_adder_arch;

S = A  B
C = AB
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VHDL program for prime number detectorVHDL program for prime number detector
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Dataflow VHDL program for prime number detectorDataflow VHDL program for prime number detector
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Behavioral Model
VHDL’s key behavioral element is the “process.”
A process is a collection of “sequential” statements that executes in parallel with other

concurrent statements and other processes.
A VHDL process statement can be used anywhere that a concurrent statement can be used.
A process statement is introduced by the keyword process.

Behavioral Model
VHDL’s key behavioral element is the “process.”
A process is a collection of “sequential” statements that executes in parallel with other

concurrent statements and other processes.
A VHDL process statement can be used anywhere that a concurrent statement can be used.
A process statement is introduced by the keyword process.

Syntax of a VHDL process
statements
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Syntax of a VHDL if
statement
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Syntax of a VHDL case statement

Syntax of a VHDL for loop statement

Syntax of a VHDL loop statement

Syntax of a VHDL while loop statement107



Behavioral VHDL program for basic gates
AND GATE

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture and_behv of andgate is
begin
process (A, B)
begin
if A =‘1’ AND B=‘1’ then

C<= ‘1’;
else

C<= ‘0’;
end if;
end process;
end and_behv;

AND GATE
library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

C: out std_logic);
end andgate;
architecture and_behv of andgate is
begin
process (A, B)
begin
if A =‘1’ AND B=‘1’ then

C<= ‘1’;
else

C<= ‘0’;
end if;
end process;
end and_behv;

Behavioral VHDL program for basic gates
AND GATE (Using case)

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

X: in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);
C: out std_logic);

end andgate;
architecture and_behv of andgate is
begin
process (A, B, X)
begin
case X is
when ‘00’ => C<= ‘0’;
when ‘01’ => C<= ‘0’;
when ‘10’ => C<= ‘0’;
when others => C<= ‘1’;
end case;
end process;
end and_behv;

AND GATE (Using case)
library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity andgate is
Port (A,B: in std_logic;

X: in std_logic_vector (1 downto 0);
C: out std_logic);

end andgate;
architecture and_behv of andgate is
begin
process (A, B, X)
begin
case X is
when ‘00’ => C<= ‘0’;
when ‘01’ => C<= ‘0’;
when ‘10’ => C<= ‘0’;
when others => C<= ‘1’;
end case;
end process;
end and_behv; 108



Behavioral VHDL program for  4x1 Multiplexerlibrary IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
entity Mux_4x1 is

Port ( a,b,c,d: in STD_LOGIC;
sel : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0);
out1 : out STD_LOGIC);

end Mux_4x1;
architecture Behavioral_4x1 of Mux_4x1 is
begin

process(a, b, c, d, sel)
begin
case sel is

when "00" =>
out1 <= a;

when "01" =>
out1 <= b;

when "10" =>
out1 <= c;

when others =>
out1 <= d;

end case;
end process;

end Behavioral_4x1;

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
entity Mux_4x1 is

Port ( a,b,c,d: in STD_LOGIC;
sel : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (1 downto 0);
out1 : out STD_LOGIC);

end Mux_4x1;
architecture Behavioral_4x1 of Mux_4x1 is
begin

process(a, b, c, d, sel)
begin
case sel is

when "00" =>
out1 <= a;

when "01" =>
out1 <= b;

when "10" =>
out1 <= c;

when others =>
out1 <= d;

end case;
end process;

end Behavioral_4x1;

Behavioral VHDL program for  4x1 Multiplexer
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The Time Dimension

VHDL allows you to specify a time delay using the two different keyword
1. after
2. wait

in any signal assignment statement, including sequential, concurrent, conditional and
selected assignments.

For example
Z <= '1' after 4ns when X='1' and Y='0' else '0' after 3ns;

Here the output ‘Z’ that has 4 ns of delay on a 0-to-1 output transition, and only 3 ns on a
1-to-0 transition.

 wait statement can be used to suspend a process for a specified time period
 wait statement can be three different forms:

wait on sensitivity list; ----------------- wait on clock, reset;
wait for time-expression; ----------------- wait for 10ns;
wait until Boolean expression; ----------------- wait until A=B;
wait --------This statements suspends the process indefinitely
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1. after
2. wait

in any signal assignment statement, including sequential, concurrent, conditional and
selected assignments.

For example
Z <= '1' after 4ns when X='1' and Y='0' else '0' after 3ns;

Here the output ‘Z’ that has 4 ns of delay on a 0-to-1 output transition, and only 3 ns on a
1-to-0 transition.
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wait on sensitivity list; ----------------- wait on clock, reset;
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SIMULATION
VHDL simulator can be used to observe the operation of the circuit after correcting the

syntax and semantics of VHDL program.
The following steps are carried out when the VHDL simulator is applied for a VHDL

program.
Initialization:
 The simulator operation is started at simulation time of zero
 At this stage all signals are initialized to a default value.
 All the processes in the program are scheduled for execution

Simulation cycle:
 The simulator can not simulate all of the processes and concurrent statements

simultaneously.
 It can be pretend it using time-based “event list” and “signal sensitivity matrix”
 According to the scheduling of the processes for execution, one of the process is selected.

Event List:
 During the process execution new values of the signals are assigned, but these new values are not

directly assigned.
 They are placed on a list called “event list”.
 In the event list, at what time these new values to be assigned to the signals is also scheduled.
 Ex: after 10ns; wait for 20ns;
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 At this stage all signals are initialized to a default value.
 All the processes in the program are scheduled for execution

Simulation cycle:
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SIMULATION
Delta delay:
 When any signal is not placed on the event list, it is supposed to occur immediately,

but practically it will not happen.
 It is actually scheduled to occur at the current simulation time plus infinitesimally

short time.
 This infinitesimally short time is called as delta time

Next simulation cycle:
 After completion of a first simulation cycle, the event list is scanned.
 According to scheduling, when change occurs in the signal value, the process

execution is started. This is the beginning of next simulation cycle.
Completion of the simulation:
 The above step is repeated until the event list is empty.
 When all the simulation cycles are executed by scanning the event list, assigning

new signal values according to the scheduling and execution of processes according
to the scheduling.

 It can say that the simulation is complete.
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SYNTHESIS
The synthesis process converts the VHDL code into a set of primitives or components

that can be assembled in a required technology.
The quality of the synthesised circuits greatly depends on the VHDL code written for

them.
For example
 When conditional statements are used in the process, sometimes for some input

combination an output can not be obtained.
 Generally the loops in the process are unwound. This creates multiple copies of

combinational logic to execute statements in the loop.
 The synthesis of serial control structures (e.g.if-elsif-elsif-else) can results in a

corresponding serial chain of logic gates to test the conditions.
In this case, a case or select statement is to be used to if conditions are
mutually exclusive.

 For some synthesis tools, the “coding style” is also an important factor to obtain good
results.
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TEST BENCHES
A test bench specifies a sequence of inputs to be applied by the simulator to an HDL

based design, such as a VHDL entity.
The entity being tested is often called the unit under test (UUT)
 Like all VHDL programs, there is an entity declaration, but notice that it has no

inputs and outputs.
 The inputs to the UUT are created within the test bench and outputs are observed on

the simulator.
 The architecture definition makes a component declaration for the UUT, the UUT is

instantiated using local signals for its inputs and outputs.
 A process with no sensitivity list starts at simulation time ‘0’. Applies new input

combinations to the UUT at specified times.
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UNIT-III
COMBINATIONAL LOGIC DESIGN PRACTICES

Description of basic structures like Decoders, Encoders, Comparators, Multiplexers ( 74 –series MSI); Design of

complex Combinational circuits using the basic structures; Designing Using combinational PLDs like PLAs,

PALs ,PROMs CMOS PLDs; Adders & sub tractors, ALUs, Combinational multipliers; VHDL models for the

above standard building block ICs.
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Decoders
A decoder is a multiple-input, multiple-output logic circuit that converts

coded inputs into coded outputs, where the input and output codes are
different.
The input code generally has fewer bits than the output code, and there is a

one-to-one mapping from input code words into output code words.
The enable inputs, if present, must be asserted for the decoder to perform its

normal mapping function.
The most commonly used input code is an n-bit binary code, where an n-bit

word represents one of 2n different coded values.
The most commonly used output code is a 1-out-of-m code, which contains

m bits, where one bit is asserted at any time.
In a 1-out-of-4 code with active-high outputs,

the code words are 0001, 0010, 0100, and 1000.
With active-low outputs, the code words are 1110, 1101, 1011, and 0111.
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Decoders
Decoder Circuit Structure and its truth table

Decoders
Decoder Circuit Structure and its truth table

 The most common decoder circuit is an n-
to-2n decoder or binary decoder.

 Such a decoder has an n-bit binary input
code and a 1-out-of-2n output code.

 A binary decoder is used when you need to
activate exactly one of 2n outputs based on
an n-bit input value.
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The 3-to-8 Decoder

3x8 decoder logic diagram

The 3-to-8 Decoder

3x8 decoder logic diagram



The 74x139 Dual 2-to-4 Decoder

Two independent and identical 2-to-4 decoders are
contained in a single MSI 74x139.
 From the figure it is notice that the outputs and the

enable input of the ’139 are active-low.
Most MSI decoders were originally designed with

active-low outputs,.
Since TTL inverting gates are generally faster than

noninverting ones.
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logic symbol for one decoder

Functional table

The 74x139 Dual 2-to-4 Decoder

Logic diagram for 74x139 decoder



The 74x138 3-to-8 Decoder
The 74x138 is a commercially

available MSI 3-to-8 decoder.
Like the 74x139, the 74x138 has

active-low outputs, and it has
three enable inputs
(G1, /G2A, /G2B), all of which
must be asserted for the
selected output to be asserted.
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The 74x138 3-to-8 Decoder-VHDL ProgramDataflow model

Truth table of 74x138 decoder

The 74x138 3-to-8 Decoder-VHDL Program

Process(G1,G2A_L,G2B_L,A)
Begin
case A is
when "000" => Y_L_i <= “01111111";
when "001" => Y_L_i <= “10111111";
when "010" => Y_L_i <= “11011111";
when "011" => Y_L_i <= “11101111";
when "100" => Y_L_i <= “11110111";
when "101" => Y_L_i <= “11111011";
when "110" => Y_L_i <= “11111101";
when "111" => Y_L_i <= “11111110";
when others => Y_L_i <= “11111111";
end case;
if (G1 and not G2A_L and not G2B_L)='1' then

Y_L <= Y_L_i;
else

Y <= “11111111";
end if;
end process;

Behavioral model

Truth table of 74x138 decoder

Process(G1,G2A_L,G2B_L,A)
Begin
case A is
when "000" => Y_L_i <= “01111111";
when "001" => Y_L_i <= “10111111";
when "010" => Y_L_i <= “11011111";
when "011" => Y_L_i <= “11101111";
when "100" => Y_L_i <= “11110111";
when "101" => Y_L_i <= “11111011";
when "110" => Y_L_i <= “11111101";
when "111" => Y_L_i <= “11111110";
when others => Y_L_i <= “11111111";
end case;
if (G1 and not G2A_L and not G2B_L)='1' then

Y_L <= Y_L_i;
else

Y <= “11111111";
end if;
end process;
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Active High Outputs

SOP Function Implementation
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AIf the device’s output code has fewer bits than the input code, the device is

usually called an encoder.
Probably the simplest encoder to build is a 2n-to-n or binary encoder.
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8X3 Encoder truth table
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Priority Encoders
 A priority encoder is an encoder circuit that includes the priority function.
 In this encoder, of two or more inputs are equal to ‘1’ at the same time, the input having

the highest priority will take precedence.
4x2 Priority Encoder
 Here the priority is increasing

from D0 to D3, I.e. D3 is the
highest priority.

 The output V (a valid output
indicator) indicates one or
more of the inputs are equal to
one.

 If all the inputs are zero, V is
equal to zero, and other two
outputs of the encoder are not
used
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Priority Encoders
 A priority encoder is an encoder circuit that includes the priority function.
 In this encoder, of two or more inputs are equal to ‘1’ at the same time, the input having

the highest priority will take precedence.

4x2 priority encoder truth table
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The 74x148 Priority Encoders
 A 74x148 encoder accepts data from eight active low inputs and provides a binary

representation on the  three active low outputs.
 Input I0 has the least priority and input I7 has the highest priority.
 EI is the active low enable input.
 GS is group signal, it is asserted when the device is enabled and

one or more of the inputs to the encoder are active.
 EO is the enable output. It is an active low signal, can be used to

Cascade several priority encoder devices
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 GS is group signal, it is asserted when the device is enabled and

one or more of the inputs to the encoder are active.
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MULTIPLEXERS

 Amultiplexer is a digital switch—it connects
data from one of n sources to its output.

 The basic multiplexer has several data input
lines and a single output line.

 The selection of a particular input line is
controlled by  a set of selection lines.

 Generally, there are 2n input lines and n
selection lines whose bit combinations
determine which input is selected.

Multiplexer is many into one
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74x151 MULTIPLEXERS

 The 74x151 is the 8x1 multiplexer
 It provides two outputs, one output is active low and another output is

active high.
 It has the three selection lines (A,B,C) which select one of the eight inputs.
 It provided the active low enable input
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74x157 MULTIPLEXERS (Quad Two input Multiplexer)
 The IC 74x157 is the Quad two input multiplexer which selects four bits of

data from two sources under the control of a common select input.
 It provided the active High enable input, When enable is zero, all of the

outputs are forced to low regardless of all other input conditions.
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74x153 MULTIPLEXERS (Dual 4x1 Multiplexer)
 The IC 74x153 is the dual 4x1 multiplexer.

Truth tablesymbol

74x153 MULTIPLEXERS (Dual 4x1 Multiplexer)
 The IC 74x153 is the dual 4x1 multiplexer.

Truth table
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COMPARATORS

A Comparator is a special combinational circuit designed primarily  to compare the relative
magnitude of two binary numbers.
There are two main types of Digital Comparator available and these are

1. Identity Comparator – It identifies the equality
when A = B, either A = B = 1 (HIGH) or A = B = 0 (LOW)

2. Magnitude Comparator – a Magnitude Comparator is a digital comparator which has
three output terminals.
one each for equality, A = B

greater than, A > B  and
less than, A < B

Block diagram of n bit comparator
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Block diagram of 2 bit comparator

Truth table for 2 bit comparator
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The IC 7485 (4 BIT COMPARATOR)
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The IC 7485 (4 BIT COMPARATOR)
Design of 8 bit comparator using two 7485

8 bit comparator using two 7485

The IC 7485 (4 BIT COMPARATOR)

8 bit comparator using two 7485



8 BIT COMPARATORS

VHDL Behavioral model for
8 bit comparator

8 BIT COMPARATORS
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ADDERS
n-Bit Parallel ADDER
 The ripple carry adder is constructed by cascading full adders (FA) blocks in series. One full

adder is responsible for the addition of two binary digits at any stage of the ripple carry.
 One of the most serious drawbacks of this adder is that the delay increases linearly with

the bit length.

Block diagram of n-bit parallel adder
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ADDERS
4-Bit Parallel ADDER
 The 4 bit ripple carry adder is constructed by cascading four full adders (FA) blocks in

series.

Block diagram of 4-bit parallel adder

ADDERS
4-Bit Parallel ADDER
 The 4 bit ripple carry adder is constructed by cascading four full adders (FA) blocks in

series.

4-bit parallel adder
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ADDERS
Carry Lookahead Adder
 The ripple-carry adder, its limiting factor is the time it takes to propagate the carry.
 The carry look-ahead adder solves this problem by calculating the carry signals in advance,

based on the input signals. The result is a reduced carry propagation time.
 A carry-Lookahead adder is a fast parallel adder as it reduces the propagation delay.
 Consider the circuit of the full adder, Here we define two functions Carry generate (Gi) and

Carry propagate (Pi)
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 Gi is called a carry generate and it produces on carry when both inputs Ai and Bi are one
regardless of the input carry.

 Pi is called a carry propagate because it is term associated with the propagation of the
carry from Ci to Ci+1.

 The Boolean expression for the carry output of the each stage can be written as
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IC 74LS283 Binary Parallel Adder

The IC 74x283 contains four inter connected full
adders and carry look ahead circuit for high sped
operation.
The inputs to the IC are A0A1A2A3 and

B0B1B2B3, the outputs are S0S1S2S3 and C4
output carry
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4-Bit Parallel Subtractor
 The ripple carry adder is constructed by cascading full adders (FA) blocks in series. One full

adder is responsible for the addition of two binary digits at any stage of the ripple carry.
 One of the most serious drawbacks of this adder is that the delay increases linearly with

the bit length.

SUBTRACTORS
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4-Bit Adder and Subtractor

 The Mode input M controls the operation of the circuit
 When M=0, The circuit is an Adder
 When M=1, The circuit is an Subtractor
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Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)
ALU performs the arithmetic and logical operations.
It is basically a multifunction combinational logic circuit.
The IC 74x181 is a 4 bit ALU
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Two more 4 bit ALUs are 74x381 and 74x382
The  difference between the two ALUs are one provide group carry lookahead carry output,

while the other provides ripple carry and overflow outputs.

7x381 Symbol 7x382 Symbol
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COMBINATIONAL MULTIPLIERS
A binary multiplier is a combinational logic circuit used in digital systems to perform the

multiplication of two binary numbers.
Let us consider two unsigned 2 bit binary numbers A and B to generalize the multiplication

process.
The multiplicand A is equal to A1A0 and the multiplier B is equal to B1B0.
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PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES (PLDs)
A Programmable Logic Device (PLD) is an electronic component used to build

reconfigurable digital circuits
They contain an array of AND gates & another array of OR gates.
 The process of entering the information into these devices is known as programming.

Basically, users can program these devices or ICs electrically in order to implement the
Boolean functions based on the requirement.
There are three kinds of PLDs based on the type of array(s), which has programmable

feature.

1) Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM)

2) Programmable Logic Array (PLA)

3) Programmable Array Logic (PAL)
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Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM)
 Programmable Read Only Memory is the programmable logic devices in which AND array is

fixed and OR array is programmable.
 Implement the given functions using PROM
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Programmable Logic Array (PLA)

 Implement the given functions
using 3x4x2 PLA architecture

 Programmable Logic Array(PLA) is a fixed architecture logic device with programmable
AND gates followed by programmable OR gates

PLA Programming table

Programmable Logic Array (PLA)

K-map implementation

 Programmable Logic Array(PLA) is a fixed architecture logic device with programmable
AND gates followed by programmable OR gates
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Programmable Logic Array (PLA)
 Implement the given functions using 3x4x2 PLA architecture

After K-map implementation we got this Boolean equations

To implement to this functions it require 3x5x2 PLA but we have
to implement using 3x4x2 PLA, so consider the POS form instead
of SOP form
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Programmable Array Logic (PAL)

 Implement the given functions using PAL architecture

 Programmable Array Logic (PAL) is a Logic device with programmable AND gates
followed by fixed OR gates

K-MAP

Programmable Array Logic (PAL)

 Implement the given functions using PAL architecture

 Programmable Array Logic (PAL) is a Logic device with programmable AND gates
followed by fixed OR gates
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Programmable Logic Array (PAL)

4 inputs, 3-wide AND-OR structure and 4 outputs
PAL
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VHDL models for the above standard building block ICs. Synchronous Design example using

standard ICs.
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standard ICs.
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Review of design of State machines; Standard building block ICs for Shift registers, parallel /

serial conversion , shift register counters, Ring counters; Johnson counters, LFSR counter ;

VHDL models for the above standard building block ICs. Synchronous Design example using

standard ICs.
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Block diagram of Sequential Circuits
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Block diagram of Sequential Circuits



Difference between combinational and Sequential Circuits
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Difference between combinational and Sequential Circuits



Difference between Synchronous and l and Asynchronous Sequential Circuits
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Difference between Synchronous and l and Asynchronous Sequential Circuits



Latch
 Latch is an electronic logic circuit with two stable states i.e. it is a bistable multivibrator.
 Latch has a feedback path to retain the information.
 Hence a latch can be a memory device.
 Latch can store one bit of information as long as the device is powered on.

SR Latch

Symbol
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Latch
 Latch is an electronic logic circuit with two stable states i.e. it is a bistable multivibrator.
 Latch has a feedback path to retain the information.
 Hence a latch can be a memory device.
 Latch can store one bit of information as long as the device is powered on.

SR Latch Using NAND gates



SR Latch

Characteristic Equation
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SR Latch truth table



D Latch

Symbol

Truth Table

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

D Latch

Characteristic Equation



Level and Edge Triggering

Level Triggering
 In the level triggering the output state is allowed to change according to the input when

active level (either positive or negative ) is maintained at the enable input.
 Latch is the level triggering
 There are two types of Level triggering: (1) Positive Level Triggering

(2) Negative Level Triggering
Positive Level Triggering:
The output of latch responds to the input changes only when its enable is HIGH (1)
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Level Triggering
 In the level triggering the output state is allowed to change according to the input when

active level (either positive or negative ) is maintained at the enable input.
 Latch is the level triggering
 There are two types of Level triggering: (1) Positive Level Triggering

(2) Negative Level Triggering
Positive Level Triggering:
The output of latch responds to the input changes only when its enable is HIGH (1)

Positive Level Triggering



Level and Edge Triggering

Negative Level Triggering:
The output of latch responds to the input changes only when its enable is LOW (0)

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

Negative Level Triggering:
The output of latch responds to the input changes only when its enable is LOW (0)

Negative Level Triggering



Edge Triggering
 In the edge triggering the output responds to the changes in the input only at the positive

or negative edge of the clock pulse at the clock input.
 Flip-Flop is the edge triggering
 There are two types of edge triggering: (1) Positive edge Triggering

(2) Negative edge Triggering
Positive edge Triggering:
The output responds to the input changes only at the positive edge of the clock pulse at the
clock input.

 In the edge triggering the output responds to the changes in the input only at the positive
or negative edge of the clock pulse at the clock input.

 Flip-Flop is the edge triggering
 There are two types of edge triggering: (1) Positive edge Triggering

(2) Negative edge Triggering
Positive edge Triggering:
The output responds to the input changes only at the positive edge of the clock pulse at the
clock input.
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 In the edge triggering the output responds to the changes in the input only at the positive
or negative edge of the clock pulse at the clock input.

 Flip-Flop is the edge triggering
 There are two types of edge triggering: (1) Positive edge Triggering

(2) Negative edge Triggering
Positive edge Triggering:
The output responds to the input changes only at the positive edge of the clock pulse at the
clock input.

 In the edge triggering the output responds to the changes in the input only at the positive
or negative edge of the clock pulse at the clock input.

 Flip-Flop is the edge triggering
 There are two types of edge triggering: (1) Positive edge Triggering

(2) Negative edge Triggering
Positive edge Triggering:
The output responds to the input changes only at the positive edge of the clock pulse at the
clock input.

Positive edge Triggering



Edge Triggering
Negative edge Triggering:
The output responds to the input changes only at the negative edge of the clock pulse at the
clock input.

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

Negative edge Triggering:
The output responds to the input changes only at the negative edge of the clock pulse at the
clock input.

negative edge Triggering



Clocked SR Flip-Flop

Truth table for clocked SR flip-flop
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symbol

Positive edge clocked SR flip-flop



Clocked JK Flip-Flop

Positive edge clocked JK flip-flopPositive edge clocked JK flip-flop
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symbol
Positive edge clocked JK flip-flop

symbol
Positive edge clocked JK flip-flop

Truth table for clocked JK
flip-flop



JK Flip-Flop Using NAND Gates

JK Flip flop using SR Flip flop

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

JK Flip flop using nand gates



Clocked T Flip-Flop

symbolsymbol
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Positive edge clocked T flip-flop



Characteristic equation of all flip flops
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

Characteristic equation of all flip flops



Excitation table of all flip flops
SR FLIP FLOP

Truth table
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Excitation table



Excitation table of all flip flops

JK FLIP FLOP

Truth table
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Excitation table



Excitation table of all flip flops
D FLIP FLOP

Truth tableTruth table

T FLIP FLOP
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Excitation table



SR flip Flop to JK Flip Flop Conversion

Excitation table

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITSSR flip Flop to JK Flip Flop Conversion



SR flip Flop to JK Flip Flop Conversion SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITSSR flip Flop to JK Flip Flop Conversion

Logic Diagram



VHDL CODE FOR SR FLIP FLOP
library ieee;
use ieee. std_logic_1164.all;
entity SR_FF is
PORT( S,R,CLK: in std_logic;

Q: out std_logic);
end SR_FF;
Architecture behavioral of SR_FF is
begin
Process (CLK)
signal temp: std_logic;
begin
if(CLK‘ event and CLK='1') then
if(S='0' and R='0')then

temp <= temp;

library ieee;
use ieee. std_logic_1164.all;
entity SR_FF is
PORT( S,R,CLK: in std_logic;

Q: out std_logic);
end SR_FF;
Architecture behavioral of SR_FF is
begin
Process (CLK)
signal temp: std_logic;
begin
if(CLK‘ event and CLK='1') then
if(S='0' and R='0')then

temp <= temp;

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

elsif (S='0' and R='1')then
temp <='0';
elsif(S='1' and R=‘0')then
temp <='1';
else
temp <='Z';
end if;
end if;
Q <= temp;
end PROCESS;
end behavioral;

elsif (S='0' and R='1')then
temp <='0';
elsif(S='1' and R=‘0')then
temp <='1';
else
temp <='Z';
end if;
end if;
Q <= temp;
end PROCESS;
end behavioral;



VHDL CODE FOR D FLIP FLOP SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS



VHDL CODE FOR T FLIP FLOP
library ieee;
use ieee. std_logic_1164.all;
entity T_FF is
port( T,CLK: in std_logic;

Q: out std_logic);
end T_FF;
Architecture behavioral of T_FF is
begin
Process (CLK)
signal temp: std_logic;
begin
if(CLK‘ event and CLK='1') then
if(T=‘0') then
temp <= temp;

library ieee;
use ieee. std_logic_1164.all;
entity T_FF is
port( T,CLK: in std_logic;

Q: out std_logic);
end T_FF;
Architecture behavioral of T_FF is
begin
Process (CLK)
signal temp: std_logic;
begin
if(CLK‘ event and CLK='1') then
if(T=‘0') then
temp <= temp;

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

else
temp <= not temp;
end if;
end if;
Q <= temp;
end process;
end behavioral;

else
temp <= not temp;
end if;
end if;
Q <= temp;
end process;
end behavioral;



SSI LATCHES AND FLIP FLOPS

74X375 D latch 74X74 Edge triggered
D Flip Flop

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

74X74 Edge triggered
D Flip Flop

74X109 JK Flip Flop 74X112 JK Flip Flop



Registers
 A collection of two or more with a common clock input is called a register.
 Registers are often used to store a collection of related bits such as a byte of data in a

computer.
74x175  4-bit register

Symbol

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
 A collection of two or more with a common clock input is called a register.
 Registers are often used to store a collection of related bits such as a byte of data in a

computer.

Logic Diagram



Registers

74x174 6 bit register 74x374 8 bit register

Symbol

74x374 8 bit register 74x373 8-bit latch



Registers

74x374 8 bit register

Logic Diagram



Shift Registers

Basic Data Movements in Registers
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Shift Registers
Serial In Serial Out Shift Register
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Shift left register

Shift right register



Serial In Serial Out Shift Register
4 bit left shift register

4 bit right shift register



Shift Registers
Serial In Parallel Out Shift Register

Parallel In Parallel Out Shift RegisterParallel In Parallel Out Shift Register
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Shift Registers

Parallel In Serial Out Shift Register

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

Operation
When SHIFT/LOADbar=High
G1,G2,G3 are disabled
G4.G5,G6 are enabled and
Shift operation is performed
When SHIFT/LOADbar=Low
Data is loaded

Operation
When SHIFT/LOADbar=High
G1,G2,G3 are disabled
G4.G5,G6 are enabled and
Shift operation is performed
When SHIFT/LOADbar=Low
Data is loaded



VHDL Code for right shift register

(Clock, I)

VHDL Code for right shift register



VHDL Program for Serial In – Parallel Out Shift Registers
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity sipo is
port(
clk, clear : in std_logic;
Input_Data: in std_logic;
Q: out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) );
end sipo;
architecture arch of sipo is
begin
process (clk)

begin
if clear = '1' then
Q <= "0000";
elsif (CLK'event and CLK='1') then
Q(3 downto 1) <= Q(2 downto 0);
Q(0) <= Input_Data;
end if;
end process;
end arch;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity sipo is
port(
clk, clear : in std_logic;
Input_Data: in std_logic;
Q: out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) );
end sipo;
architecture arch of sipo is
begin
process (clk)

begin
if clear = '1' then
Q <= "0000";
elsif (CLK'event and CLK='1') then
Q(3 downto 1) <= Q(2 downto 0);
Q(0) <= Input_Data;
end if;
end process;
end arch;

VHDL Program for Serial In – Parallel Out Shift Registers



VHDL Code for 4-bit Universal shift registerVHDL Code for 4-bit Universal shift register



Shift registers Counters

 A Shift register can be combined with combinational logic to form a state machine whose
state diagram is cycle.

 Such a circuit is called a Shift  register counter.
 Unlike a binary counter, a shift register counter does not count in an ascending or

descending binary sequence, but it is useful in many control applications nonetheless

Ring CounterRing Counter

 A simplest shift register counter uses an n bit shift register to obtain a counter with n
states and is called a ring counter.

 The 74x194 universal shift register is wired so that it normally perform a left shift.

 A Shift register can be combined with combinational logic to form a state machine whose
state diagram is cycle.

 Such a circuit is called a Shift  register counter.
 Unlike a binary counter, a shift register counter does not count in an ascending or

descending binary sequence, but it is useful in many control applications nonetheless

 A simplest shift register counter uses an n bit shift register to obtain a counter with n
states and is called a ring counter.

 The 74x194 universal shift register is wired so that it normally perform a left shift.



Ring Counter

4-bit 4-state ring counter

When RESET=1, it loads 0001
 Once RESET is negated, the IC 74x194 shifts left on each clock.
 The LIN serial input is connected to the leftmost output, so that next states are

0010,0100,1000,0001,0010… thus the counter visits four unique states before repeating

Shift registers Counters

Timing diagram for 4-bit ring counter

When RESET=1, it loads 0001
 Once RESET is negated, the IC 74x194 shifts left on each clock.
 The LIN serial input is connected to the leftmost output, so that next states are

0010,0100,1000,0001,0010… thus the counter visits four unique states before repeating



Johnson counter
 An n bit shift register with the complement of the serial output fed back into the serial

input is a counter with 2n states and is called a twisted ring, Moebius or Johnson
counter

4-bit 8 state John counter

Shift registers Counters

 An n bit shift register with the complement of the serial output fed back into the serial
input is a counter with 2n states and is called a twisted ring, Moebius or Johnson
counter

States for 4 bit  John counter



Johnson counter

Timing diagram for Johnson counter

Shift registers Counters

Timing diagram for Johnson counter



4-bit Ring Counter Using FFs



VHDL Code for 4-bit Ring Counter Using FFs
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

VHDL Code for 4-bit Ring Counter Using FFs
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

if (rst = '1') then
temp <= "1000";

elsif (rising_edge(clk)) then
temp <= temp(0) & temp(3 downto 1);

end if;
end process;
Q <= temp;

end behavioural;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

if (rst = '1') then
temp <= "1000";

elsif (rising_edge(clk)) then
temp <= temp(0) & temp(3 downto 1);

end if;
end process;
Q <= temp;

end behavioural;



Johnson Counter Using FFs



VHDL Code for 4-bit Johnson Counter Using FFs
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

VHDL Code for 4-bit Johnson Counter Using FFs
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

if (rst = '1') then
temp <= “0000";

elsif (rising_edge(clk)) then
temp(1) <= temp(0);
temp(2) <= temp(1);
temp(3) <= temp(2);
temp(0) <= not temp(3);
end if;
end process;
Q <= temp;

end behavioural;

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity ring_counter is
port(clk : in std_logic;
rst : in std_logic;
Q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0));

end ring_counter;
architecture behavioural of ring_counter is
signal temp : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
begin
process (clk,rst)
begin

if (rst = '1') then
temp <= “0000";

elsif (rising_edge(clk)) then
temp(1) <= temp(0);
temp(2) <= temp(1);
temp(3) <= temp(2);
temp(0) <= not temp(3);
end if;
end process;
Q <= temp;

end behavioural;



Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) Counters

 An n bit LFSR counter can have 2n-1 states, almost maximum. Such a counter is often

called a maximum length sequence generator .

 It is also called as pseudo random binary sequence generator

 The term random means that the outputs do not cycle through a normal binary count

sequence.

 The term pseudo here refers to the fact that the sequence is not truly random because

it does cycle through all possible combinations once every 2n-1 clock cycles where n

represent the number of shift register stages
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called a maximum length sequence generator .

 It is also called as pseudo random binary sequence generator

 The term random means that the outputs do not cycle through a normal binary count

sequence.
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represent the number of shift register stages



Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) Counters

General Structure of LFSR counter

Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) Counters

General Structure of LFSR counter
Feed back equation



3 bit LFSR Counter

3-bit LFSR counter
3-bit LFSR state sequence



COUNTERS
1.Asynchronous counter
2. Synchronous counter

1.Asynchronous up counter

2 bit asynchronous up counter

COUNTERS

Timing diagram



COUNTERS
1.Asynchronous/ripple down counter

4 bit asynchronous down counter

COUNTERS

4 bit asynchronous down counter



Timing diagram



COUNTERS
Asynchronous up/ down counter

COUNTERS



Asynchronous up/ down counter COUNTERS



Timing Diagram for up/down counter

COUNTERS

Timing Diagram for up/down counter



COUNTERS
Synchronous Counter

2 bit synchronous up counter

COUNTERS



COUNTERS
3 bit Synchronous Counter

3 bit synchronous up counter

3 bit synchronous up counter timing diagram

COUNTERS

3 bit synchronous up counter state sequence



COUNTERS
Synchronous Up/Down Counter
Operation
Up/down=0
AND gates 1 &2 are disabled and 3 & 4 are enabled
i.e Qbar is connected as input to the other FF, it will work as down counter
Up/down=1
AND gates 3 &4 are disabled and 1 & 2 are enabled
i.e Q is connected as input to the other FF, it will work as up counter

COUNTERS

Operation
Up/down=0
AND gates 1 &2 are disabled and 3 & 4 are enabled
i.e Qbar is connected as input to the other FF, it will work as down counter
Up/down=1
AND gates 3 &4 are disabled and 1 & 2 are enabled
i.e Q is connected as input to the other FF, it will work as up counter

3 bit synchronous up/down counter
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VHDL Code for 4 bit Up counter COUNTERS



VHDL Code for 4 bit Up/down
counter using asynchronous
clear input



Modulus N Synchronous counter
Mod 5 Synchronous counter

Modulus N Synchronous counter
JK FF Excitation Table



Mod 5 Synchronous counter

Mod-5 Synchronous Counter



Synchronous
Decade counter

Mod-10 Synchronous
Counter Sate table



Synchronous
Decade counter

Decade counter logic diagram



Synchronous 4-bit binary counter serial enable logic

 CNTEN is the master count enable signal
 Each T FFs toggles if and only if CNTEN is high and

all of the lower order counter bits are 1.
 It is synchronous serial counter because the combinational

enable signals propagate serially from the LSB to MSB

Synchronous 4-bit binary counter serial enable logic

 CNTEN is the master count enable signal
 Each T FFs toggles if and only if CNTEN is high and

all of the lower order counter bits are 1.
 It is synchronous serial counter because the combinational

enable signals propagate serially from the LSB to MSB



Synchronous 4-bit binary counter serial/Parallel enable logic
 CNTEN is the master count enable signal
 Each T FFs toggles if and only if CNTEN is high and

all of the lower order counter bits are 1.
 It is synchronous serial counter because the combinational

enable signals propagate serially from the LSB to MSB

4 bit binary synchronous counter with serial enable signal

Synchronous 4-bit binary counter serial/Parallel enable logic
 CNTEN is the master count enable signal
 Each T FFs toggles if and only if CNTEN is high and

all of the lower order counter bits are 1.
 It is synchronous serial counter because the combinational

enable signals propagate serially from the LSB to MSB

4 bit binary synchronous counter with parallel enable signal



MSI COUNTERS

74x163 4-bit binary counter

ENP-Count enable parallel input
ENT-ENP-Count enable trickle input

State table for 74x163 4-bit binary counter



Free running mode for the 74x163 4 bit counterFree running mode for the 74x163 4 bit counter



Synchronous Sequential Circuits



Synchronous Sequential Circuits

Moore Circuit Model

Mealy Circuit Model



Synchronous Sequential Circuits
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Design Examples (using VHDL): Barrel shifter, comparators, floating-point

encoder, and dual parity encoder.

Sequential logic Design: Latches & flip flops, PLDs, counters, shift register

and their VHDL models.
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Sequential logic Design: Latches & flip flops, PLDs, counters, shift register

and their VHDL models.



BARREL SHIFTER

 A Barrel shifter is a combinational logic circuit with n data inputs, n data outputs and a set

of control inputs that specify how to shift the data between input and output.

 A Barrel shifter that is part of a microprocessor CPU can typically specify the direction of

shift (left or right), the typed of shift (circular, arithmetic, logical), and the amount of shift

(typically 0 to n-1 bits or 0 to n bits

 16-bit barrel shifter that does left circular shifts only, using a 4-bit control input S[3:0] to

specify the amount of shift.

 For example, if the input word is ABCDEFGHGIHKLMNOP (where each letter represents one

bit), and the control input is 0101 (5), then the output word is FGHGIHKLMNOPABCDE.

 A 16-input, one-bit multiplexer can be built using two 74x151s, by applying S3 and its

complement to the EN_L inputs and combining the Y_L data outputs with a NAND gate,
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BARREL SHIFTERBARREL SHIFTER
The top ’151 of each pair is

enabled by S3_L, and the bottom one
by S3; the remaining select bits are
connected to all 32 ’151s. Data inputs
D0–D7 of each ’151 are connected to
the DIN inputs in the listed order from
left to right.

16-bit barrel shifter
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VHDL Code for 16-bit barrel shifter for left circular shift



Cascading Comparators

 The 74x682 8-bit comparator, it doesn’t have
any cascading inputs and outputs at all.

 Thus, at first glance, you might think that it
can’t be used to build larger comparators. But
that’s not true.

 Three 74x682 8-bit comparators to do
equality and greater-than comparison on two
24-bit operands.

 The 24-bit results are derived from the
individual 8-bit results using combinational
logic for the following equations:
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 Three 74x682 8-bit comparators to do
equality and greater-than comparison on two
24-bit operands.

 The 24-bit results are derived from the
individual 8-bit results using combinational
logic for the following equations:

24 bit comparator
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Behavioral VHDL Code for 8 bit Comparator
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Floating Point Encoder
 An unsigned binary integer B in the range 0 < B < 211 can be represented by 11 bits in

“fixed-point” format.
 B=b10b9…..b1b0. It can represent numbers in the same range with less precision using

only 7 bits in a floating-point notation.
 F =M × 2Ewhere M is a 4-bit mantissa m3m2m1m0 and E is a 3-bit exponent e2e1e0.
 The smallest integer in this format is 0.20 and the largest is (24-1).27.
 Given an 11-bit fixed-point integer B, we can convert it to our 7-bit floating point notation

by “picking off” four high-order bits beginning with the most significant 1, for example,
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 A combinational circuit is to convert an 11-bit
unsigned binary integer B into a 7-bit floating-
point number M, E, where M and E have 4 and
3 bits, respectively. The numbers have the

relationship B = M ×2E +T,

where T is the truncation error, 0  T < 2E.
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point number M, E, where M and E have 4 and
3 bits, respectively. The numbers have the

relationship B = M ×2E +T,

where T is the truncation error, 0  T < 2E.
B=1716-fixed Point
B=1664+52-floating Point
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MSI priority encoder, the 74x148, has active-low inputs, the input number B is
assumed to be available on an active-low bus B_L[10:0].
If you think about the conversion operation a while, you’ll realize that the most

significant bit of the mantissa, m3, is always 1, except in the no-1- found case. The
’148 has a GS_L output that indicates this case, allowing us to eliminate the
multiplexer for m3.
The ’148 has active-low outputs, so the exponent bits (E0_L–E2_L) are produced in

active-low form. Naturally, three inverters could be used to produce an active-high
version.
Since everything else is active-low, active-low mantissa bits are used too. Active-

high bits are also readily available on the ’148 EO_L and the ’151 Y_L outputs.
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DUAL PRIORITY ENCODER
 In priority encoder, if two or more inputs are equal to 1 at the same time, the input having the highest

priority will take precedence.
 In case of dual-priority encoder, the circuit identifies both the highest-priority and the second-highest-

priority asserted signal among a set of input signals

 It has set of 8 inputs I0 to I7, where I0 has the highest
priority

 A2-A0, B2-B0, AOUT and BOUT are the output signals of
the encoder

 A2-A0 and AOUT are used to identify the highest priority
input

 AOUT goes high only if highest priority input is present.
 B2-B0 and BOUT are used to identify the second highest

priority input
 BOUT goes high only if second highest priority input is

present.
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present.
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Dual priority encoder

 It has set of 8 inputs I0 to I7, where I0 has the highest
priority

 A2-A0, B2-B0, AOUT and BOUT are the output signals of
the encoder

 A2-A0 and AOUT are used to identify the highest priority
input

 AOUT goes high only if highest priority input is present.
 B2-B0 and BOUT are used to identify the second highest

priority input
 BOUT goes high only if second highest priority input is

present.



VHDL Code for the dual priority encoder using for loop



VHDL Code for the dual priority encoder using nested if


